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OCTOBER 2020 

Coming Events: 

2nd November: Virtual Gallery. 

6th December: Zoom Demo:- Jeff Horning.  

Christmas Competition ‘Something Seasonal’ 

Les Thorne together with Martin Saban Smith were booked 

to give the October Zoom demo, and Les had asked for 

‘suggestions’ or ‘wood turning’ questions from HWA members 

so that he could tailor-make his demo to suit individual HWA 

members. Several members sent in suggestions asking Les to 

demonstrate the Skew chisel, Hollowing and Jam-Chucking.  

Les’s demo was (as usual) highly informative and humorous 

with Les doing the ‘fun’ part of the actual Demo, and Martin 

doing the ‘technical’ bit of operating the cameras, sound, and 

computer aspect of the demo.  

There were lots of handy hints on Skew chisel operation, 

hollowing and a ‘how to’ on successful Jam Chucking, and 

there were numerous questions being asked by  the audience 

of 38 HWA members who attended the virtual demo.  

Thank you to both Les and Martin for a very enjoyable and 

entertaining Demo. We wish both Les and Martin all the very  

best in their new joint enterprise and their commercial 

partnership ‘The Woodturning Shop and Learning Centre’  

https://www.thewoodturningshop.com/product/les-thorne-

group-beginners-2-day-courses/  

SUBS PAYMENT 

A huge THANK YOU to everyone who has paid their subs this 

year, almost the whole membership has renewed their 

subscriptions so thank you all for supporting our efforts to 

keep the club going. 

Those of you who have recently visited our HWA Website  

may have noticed that we have removed the contact email 

addresses for the Committee members. 

This is because there have been several ‘spurious’ emails 

sent using those addresses. 

 Members are always welcome to contact the committee 

members directly (just keep a copy of our email addresses 

which can be found on back issues of Your Turn) 

Non-members can still contact the HWA via the ‘Enquiries’ 

line on the website. 

 

VICE CHAIRMAN INTRODUCTION 

I hope that you all would have seen the introductory  ‘round 

robin’ email that was sent to all HWA members from our Vice 

Chairman Pete Broadbent.  

Pete was co-opted into the role of the club’s Vice Chairman to 

take some of the workload from our long-standing Chairman 

Dave Gibbard, and as such Pete will be in contact with us 

more often as he takes on more of the chairman’s roll. Pete 

will avail himself for election to take over from Dave at our 

next AGM. 

(Rather embarrassingly I had to search in my Spam folder to 

find the email that was sent on 10/10/20, despite Pete being 

in my contacts list !!) (Editor) 

HWA SHOP 

You may remember that at the start of Coronavirus lockdown 

our shopkeeper Pete Willcocks generously offered to supply 

things from stock to any member to collect from his home in 

Lordswood, Southampton. 

If you need resupplying with Woodturning goods, please 

remember to contact Pete. Pete's Email address is 

pete.willcocks@ntlworld.com 

His phone number  is:-  023 8039 5335. 

CHRISTMAS COMPETITION 

The theme of his year’s Christmas Competition will be 

“Something Seasonal”. This is an extremely broad theme so 

there are a multitude of options such as Nut Crackers, 

Christmas Trees, Ornaments, Toys, Jewellery box’s, Earring 

holders, etc. So, it is nearly time to get your thinking caps on 

and get planning and turning. Let’s see if we can get a bumper 

Christmas Gallery this year. 

WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN DOING DURING LOCKDOWN 

This month’s submission is a fantastic one from Alan Baker 

who has obviously been very busy in the workshop. 

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thewoodturningshop.com%2Fproduct%2Fles-thorne-group-beginners-2-day-courses%2F&data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfcf2385df64e4e66b6a708d85ae2330f%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637359274843388861&sdata=gj03TueGdB%2BBmdovMzEugrEsG97HxvGuuVcshKAuyd4%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thewoodturningshop.com%2Fproduct%2Fles-thorne-group-beginners-2-day-courses%2F&data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfcf2385df64e4e66b6a708d85ae2330f%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637359274843388861&sdata=gj03TueGdB%2BBmdovMzEugrEsG97HxvGuuVcshKAuyd4%3D&reserved=0
mailto:pete.willcocks@ntlworld.com
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I had been drawn to trying to make a 3D block work mat. This 

had been inspired from 

a web site called 

pinterest.co given to me 

by Bob Hope our 

secretary who has a lot 

more experience than 

me in searching the 

web.  I had a lot of scrap 

pieces of wood from segmented turning projects, it seemed a 

good idea. So I attempted to make a 3D block   After trying to 

make the shapes myself and getting some practice with my 

chop saw I gave up and looked further on the You tube “How 

to make a 3D board “ and was surprised at how many 

different videos there are. I discovered a clever method of 

making a block with a central diamond and squares on the 

outside that could be sliced up and glued together to make a 

board.  

Whilst I would not put this on the table as it has a few errors 

with the joins, the finish and the overall proportions, it was an 

interesting exercise on what the eye sees and how you make it 

are not necessarily the same. It was well worth the exploring 

and it improved my chop saw skills.  

On the Pinterest web site, I was 

taken with how to make a bowl 

from boards and especially the 

following items from turners in 

America,  who have been doing 

this for a little while and making 

show pieces.  

This got me going with how they 

do that, and I decided to make 

one. This would take some 

practice, as I had found out from 

the 3D blocks. So, a good 

rummage through the scrap pile 

to find blocks of 20 * 20* 200mm. 

The 200mm dimension was the limit of my thicknesser.  I 

decided to see how a board bowl would turn out, so the first 

trial was to get the hang of cutting 

the board.  This involves gluing the 

strips of wood together into 

identical halves, then taping them 

together and drawing concentric 

circles over the top. You separate 

the two halves  so you can make band saw cuts at 45deg to 

form semicircle angled wedges, these can be glued together 

to form a ring. You invert the rings and stack them on top of 

one another to 

form a cone 

which when 

stuck together 

forms your bowl.  

If you are none 

the wiser and 

wish for more detail, I can recommend you watch Wood 

Turning – the economy bowl on YouTube. 

The first of the American vases in the above pictures is made 

up of 5 rings, but the angle that they have been cut seems to 

be greater than the 45 degrees the limit of my bandsaw.  

 I stuck to the 45 degrees angle on my first attempt. To ensure 

you get good joins you should sand the top of your finished 

rings. I used the planer to save generating too much dust, but 

soon learnt that you have to be careful when presenting your 

work to the machine, as it may grab and tip the work to give 

you a damaged ring. I pushed on and enjoyed turning the 

bowl. This was a surprise and encouraged me to continue.  

My bowl (pictured above) was made of Teak, Ash, Purple 

Heart . 

I found that the lighter wood was subjected to dust ‘carry-

over’ and it therefore needed careful cleaning before 

finishing. 

 Also, the grain direction of the wood must be considered 

when making your strips, as you can see the top ring of Ash 

looks completely different to the bottom.  The Ash that I had 

used, though very distinct, is not necessarily the best choice 

for future attempts due to the ‘open grain’ in one dimension. 

 I wanted to be able to produce the fine contrasting lines of 

the lighter wood, as shown in the professional items opposite, 

but this gave me more work in the construction of the strips. 

So, I simplified the next production by just using two types of 

wood, Ash and Teak.  

 If you look carefully you 

will see that between the 

top and the second ring the 

Teak is misaligned, this was 

a problem that I had to 

overcome. I also  had an 

issue with the thickness of 

the turned bowl and I ended up with a hole in the wall. 
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So, how do you get steep-sided bowls ? I started to draw out 

the results and experimenting with the angle of cut and the 

depth of wood to see what could be done.  

 You will notice that I 

still have issues with the 

alignment of the rings 

so that the vertical 

wood is lined up 

completely. I decided 

that part of the problem was with the cutting of the angle 

rings on the band saw. I had been using a 15mm wide blade 

and found I could purchase a 5mm wide blade that would act 

more like a fret saw which allowed me to cut the curves more 

accurately. I also made sure that the start and finish points of 

the semicircle cuts were in exactly the same place on both  

halves of the wood.  

 I left this bowl unfinished at the bottom as it was still a ‘trial-

piece’ and it still needed further design changes. The next 

improvement was to put a horizontal ring on top of the board. 

This meant that I had to produce a thin sheet of white wood. 

Here I have nearly achieved my 

objective, with the drawing out 

of thicker blocks, using different 

cutting angles, and a thinner 

band saw blade I have an 

improved product. The 

introduction of the horizontal 

ring has helped to improve look. But I still have a slight 

problem with the alignment of the top ring as it still  does not 

look right. 

I have also decided that my cutting of the rings needs further 

work, and I will also attempt to fix the wood with a ‘pivot 

centre’ that the wood would be turned around so all rings are 

cut evenly, and hopefully when all glued up, will turn out 

evenly.  

I also need to find a better method of how to align the rings 

when gluing them together, and to ensure that during the act 

of pressing the rings together they do not slide out of 

alignment. I will then make another item that should be a 

little closer to being acceptable.  

Another skill to be mastered is to determine how to achieve 

the ‘tapered’ effect of the horizontal rings. 

Having recently 

purchased some part-

turned Acacia bowls I 

decided to put them on the lathe and finish them in different 

styles. They had been produced  some 18 years ago, but  as I 

started turning, two things happened. Firstly, rather a lot of 

dust was being produced and secondly, as I tried to get 

smooth finish, I suffered 

tear out. After sharpening 

my tools and starting again 

the whole experience 

improved but it made me 

think that in the future, I 

might consider looking at the moisture content of future 

useable wood. The basic shape had already been formed, as 

the wood was part turned, but I wanted to try to create 

something a little different to the top rim. Instead of being flat 

and parallel to the chuck face, I put a gentle curve on it . It 

was the first time that I had turned several pieces of a similar 

shape and I found that by waiting a day or so before starting 

the next one (with  the previous one still fresh in my mind) I 

had made the design decisions before I started on the lathe.  

The slight change to the rim profile.  The falling off from the 

rim onto the side of the bowl. The steepness of the bowls 

curve and the size and 

type of base were all 

decisions that change its 

final form and when you 

compare them, they effect 

the result. The wood has a wonderful grain pattern, and the 

results were very pleasing.  I will be giving them away to the 

family as Christmas presents as you can only have so many 

bowls in the house.  

Happy Chipping.    

Alan Baker  

VIRTUAL GALLERY 

As  normal we invite you all to send in photos of what you had 

made during the last month in your workshops. This month 

we had a rather disappointing entry list of only 8 items 

submitted for the Virtual Photo Gallery. We normally have a 

very impressive selection of photos of your work so please can 

you remember to submit your photos to Phil Bristow in time 

for him to publish them on the website before the next club 

(virtual) meeting. 

If you have any ideas that may help the club stay active, then 

please let us know. 

I am always looking for other members to submit their “What 

have you been doing in Lockdown” articles, so that we can all 

be enlightened by your ideas. 
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I hope that you are all staying safe and keeping well. 

Regards to you all. 

Dave Simpson (Editor). 
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LOCKDOWN LATHE WORK GALLERY 

Here is this month’s gallery table. An unusually small display of your handiwork. Please send in your photos. 

 

      

       

    

 

      

      


